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Janual`y  7   [1976]

Political  Committee  of  the  SWP

Dear  Odes,

Thel.e  is  an  evident  disparity  between  the  resolution
of  i;he  IMG  Political  Committee  on  I`elations  with  the  WSL
and  the  Bulletin  (Blick-Jenkins)   gI`oup,   which  we  assume
you  have  received  via  Ode  Sheppard,   and  the  letter  of
Cal`oline  Lund  dated  22  Decembel`  to  Alan  Thol`nett  and
Tony  Richardson/Robin  Blick/Mal`k  Jenkins.     We  consider
that  relations  with  the  Bulletin  gI.oup,  which  is  part
of  the  OCRFI,  must  be  handled  via  the  U.See,   and  as
regal`ds  the  WSL  we  are  in  favour,  with  the  agl`eement  of
the  U.See,   to  an  exchange  of  IIDBs  but  as  yet  not  to  ex-
change  of  bulletins  of  national  ol.ganisations.    This
evidently  differs  from  the  pl`oposal  in  Ode  Ijund's  letter
which  is  for  an  exchange  of  SWP  bulletins.     We  assume
that  this  letter  from  Ode  Lund,   to  judge  from  the  date,
was  sent  befol`e  you  were  informed  of  the  resolution  of
the   IMG   I,C.

We  suggest  that  to  sol`t  out  the  questions  involved,
it  appears  there  may  have  been  some  misunderstanding  or
confusion  when  Ode  Barnes  was  in  Britain  or  that  the
norms  of  distribution  of  bulletins  may  be  I`ather  diffel`ent
in  the  United  States  to  Britain,  we  suggest  that  Odes  from
the   IMG  PC  meet  with  Odes  from  the  SWP  PC  when  they  are
next  in  Europe  to  attend  as  obsel`vers  at  the  U.Sea.     It
may  well  be  that  an  organised  discussion  on  this  point
will  arl`ive  at  agl`eement.     In  the  meantime  we  would  re-
q.uest  that  you  do  not  send  any  bulletins  to  t;he  WSL  or"Blick-Jenkins"   groups.     It  should  be  relatively  easy  to
clarify  what  is  involved.

We  enclose  for  your  infol`mation  a  copy  of  a  letter
sent  from  the  IMG  to  the  WSL.

Revolutionary  gI.eetings ,
/s/

Alan  Jones
For  the  Executive  Bureau
of  the   IMG

cc:    U.See.
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IJondon
January  12   [1976]

Deal`   Jack,

The  enclosed  is  particularly  relevant  in  the  light  of  the
rather  negative  attitude  taken  by  the  WSL  on  certain  aspects  of  your
visit.     Whethel`  through  intel`nal  circulal`  or  word  of  mouth  the  WSL
membership  has  been  given  details  of  this  trip  and  evidently  encoul.-
aged  to  use  it  as  an  argument  to  use  with  IMG  members  that  the
Foul`th  Intel`national  does  not  exist  (!)  and  that  they  will  not  need
to  discuss  with  the  FI  but  merely  treat  it  as  a  group  of  national
sections  and  ol`ganisations  who  would  t)e  sections  if  it  were  not  for
reactional`y  legislation.    This  is  not  an  argument  for.  not  approacb-
ing  and  discussing  with  the  Wslj,   on  the  contrary  we  are  both  doing
t;his  organisationally  and  you  will  see  some  material  in  our  press,
but  it  is  an  al`gunent  f or  being  very  careful  as  regards  questions  of
fol`m,

As  I`egal`ds  bulletins  it  does  appear  that  there  is  some  differ-
ence  in  practice  between  the  United  States  and  BI`itain  on  this
which  we  should  discuss.     We  would  not  propose  that  you  infol`m  the
WSL  or  Bulletin  at  present  concerning  further  action  on  bulletins
but  mel`ely  let  it  ride  until  we  can  discuss  it  --  which  is  only  a
couple  of  weeks.     Thereis  no  need  to  explain  a  delay  of  this  small
time ,

Comradely,
s/  A-lan  Jones

COPT COPY

T2:/I/76.

Io   WSL.

Deal`   comrades,

The  IMG  notes  your  statement  in  youl`  theoretical  joul.nal  as
to  your  intention  to  open  principled  political  discussions  with
the  USEC  of  the  Foul`th  International.

Accordingly,   flowing  fl`om  the  meeting  with  comrade  Bal`nes,
(a  member  of  the  SWP  Political  Committee,   and  an  observer  at  the
USEC  due  to  reactionary  legislation  pl`eventing  him  being  a  member) ,
we  would  propose  a  meeting  between  the  leaderships  of  the  two
leaderships  to  discuss:

a)     the  exchange  of  international  documents.
b)     the  procedure  for  opening  a  debate  on  the  positions  of  the

USEC .

Maybe  you  could  contact  me  at  the   above  address  to  al`range  a
nut;ually  convenient  date.

Fraternally ,
}1.   Gr08an


